
[music] 

Interviewer: Our first speaker is David Dylan Thomas of Think Company. He's a 
longtime friend of Confab. We're going to play his talk now, and then immediately after 
the talk, we're going to bring Mr. Thomas on live broadcast to answer your questions 
and to chat. It's going to be great. Our first talk of the day— I'm sorry, do I keep hitting 
the mic? I'm really sorry, control room. I'm going to stop hitting the mic. Our first talk of 
the day is Mr. David Dylan Thomas. He is really one of the smartest guys I know. I am 
thrilled as always to have him join us and to kick off Confab virtual friends, that is all I 
have to say. Let's get to Confab. Please enjoy Conversation design to save civil 
discourse. 

David Dylan Thomas: Hello, and welcome to Conversation design to save civil 
discourse. I'm your host, David Dylan Thomas. I am a content strategy advocate at 
Think Company. I want to start by talking about a little experiment that you can run if 
you have access to an audience. If you show an audience this photo when you ask, 
should this person drive this car? What you'll get is a policy discussion. They'll have 
some people saying, "Oh, old people are bad at everything. You never let them drive." 
Other people's saying, "That's ageist. How can you? People should do what they want." 
All you'll learn by the end of that conversation is who's on what side. 

Now you can show that exact same photo to another audience and ask how might this 
person drive this car? What you'll get is more of a design discussion. Some people will 
say, "Oh, what if we changed the shape of the steering wheel? Or what if we move the 
dashboard around?" What you'll learn by the end of that conversation is several different 
ways that person might actually be able to drive that car. 

Online, we've become very, very good at having that policy/should conversation. If you 
want to know who's on what side, just go to Twitter, go to Facebook, you'll find out right 
away. For that how/design discussion, we don't really have a place for it or the tools for 
it. That's what I want to talk about today, is how to get the conversation you design for. 
For starters, even the objects in the room can influence the conversation. Here's an 
example. If you have a meeting and there's a briefcase visible, people will actually act 
more competitively than if this was, say, a backpack. 

You can think about how this might influence the iconography that you use on your 
platforms. If you have a lot of businessy icons, that might actually influence the 
competitiveness or prosocialness or not of the people who are using that platform, and 
the same goes even more so for money. If people see dollar signs or a certain color of 
green, priming people to think about money can actually make them much less 
cooperative. In fact, people reminded of money are less interpersonally attuned. They 
are not prosocial, caring, or warm. If those are things that you want at all on your 
platform, you have to be very careful about when you bring that kind of iconography into 
your design or your content. 

Now none of this should really be a surprise, that the environment actually influences 
the conversation. Because back when we were able to go out in the real world, we saw 
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this all the time. If you were to go into a restaurant and there was soft music and nice 
lighting and beautiful silverware, you don't think of it as the place that you should drop 
the F-bomb very loudly. By the same token, if you were in a place and it's a really dingy 
bar and the music's really loud and everything's dirty, it's really dark lighting, you might 
think this is a place that actively wants you to drop the F-bomb as loudly as possible. 

The same goes for online. If you go to Medium, there are all these cool greens and 
blues and beautiful typography. All of it’s telling you, you really should class up the joint 
here, you should behave yourself. On the other hand, if you're on YouTube comments 
or Reddit, nothing about this design is telling me I should behave myself at all. In fact, 
what it's telling me is we put the least amount of effort possible into how this place 
looks, so you should put the least amount of effort possible into how you conduct 
yourself. I actually got to talk to somebody who works for Medium and ask them how 
deliberate all this was. He said, "Very." 

In fact, when you post a comment to Medium, the wording isn't post or comment, it's 
“published.” Because they really want you to think of this as this refined experience. I 
want to walk you through a few different tools and interventions that folks would come 
up with to make the web a more civil place using some of these content and design 
interventions. One of them is Civil Comments. The way Civil Comments works, it's kind 
of a plugin for, say, your blog or comments section where if somebody wants to 
comment on your posts, they first have to rate three other comments. 

What this does is it forces the commenter to acknowledge that there's such a thing as a 
good or a bad comment, and then it forces them to apply their own standard. This is 
very important because we will hold ourselves to our own standard before we'll hold 
ourselves to any other standard. If I rate a comment and I'm like, "Oh, that wasn't such a 
great comment," then I look at my own comment and I see the same problem with my 
comment, I won't go back and change it because the cognitive dissonance is just too 
much. In fact, most of the people who went through this went back and changed their 
comments before they posted them. 

Another one to think about is ReThink by Trisha Prabhu. She was 14 when she figured 
this out. She entered it in the Google Science Fair. It was basically an intervention 
where somebody posts something or is about to post something to Twitter or Facebook 
that's really harsh. The AI detects that and pops up a little window that says, "This looks 
like it might be harmful. Are you sure you want to post it?" 93% of the adolescents who 
saw this said, "No,” they didn't post it. This tells us a couple of things. One that most of 
the people out there aren't evil so much as thoughtless. 

It doesn't occur to them that there's a human being on the other side of that comment, 
and as soon as you remind them of that fact, they change course. The other thing it tells 
us is it only takes two sentences to stop them, two. We're here lamenting the state of 
social media as if it's this conundrum within a Pandora's Box that we can't do anything 
about. A 14-year-old comes up with two sentences to stop 93% of it. It's like, we can do 
this. Another thing we can think about is how we design the questions that frame the 
conversations we're trying to have. 
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The Convergence Center for Public Policy is a group in DC whose job is to get people 
from completely opposite sides of an issue to come to the table together. One of their 
secret weapons is question design. If the issue is food deserts, a question you might 
think to ask is how can we get healthier food into the supermarket? That may seem like 
a reasonable question, but it's actually divisive. It's hard to get marketers excited about 
that question. What they might ask is how can we work together to shift consumer 
demand to healthier consumption? 

Can you see what they did there? Shift consumer demand immediately gets marketers 
interested because, "Oh wait, you're saying that there's a market out there that we 
haven't cornered yet. We could be on the ground floor of this. Tell me more." Healthier 
consumption obviously is going to get people concerned about the health of the 
community involved. Anyone who needs to be at the table can see themselves in this 
question, and that's the key. Another nice little touch is the question begins with how can 
we work together to— You can't even answer the question without also figuring out how 
are we going to work with the other person. 

Even if we think about that initial question, how might this person drive this car? It's a 
good enough question but what if we asked, how do we do a better job of moving 
people? Because that's the reason the guy was in the car in the first place, because he 
was here, but he wanted to be there. If we phrase it this way, public transportation is on 
the table. Now the platforms that we have currently aren't great at these kinds of 
subtleties. They don't give us a lot of room to collaborate on an issue so much as yell at 
each other, but what if there was an IDH button when I saw an issue? What would that 
look like? 

In the real world, it might look like this. This is an exercise that I run with clients 
sometimes to help generate ideas around design problems. If the question were, how 
might we do a better job of moving people around? I might get eight people in a room 
and say to each one of those people, "Okay, you have three minutes to come up with 
three ideas for how we might do a better job of moving people around." It's an exercise 
called eight-up. At the end of those three minutes, everybody's got three ideas, great. 
Show your three ideas to your neighbor. They will show you their three ideas. Take 
those six ideas, whittle them down to two. 

Time’s up, great. Pair number one, show your two ideas to pair number two, pair 
number two, show your two ideas to pair number one. You've got 10 minutes to take 
those four ideas and whittle them down to two. Now I've got one group of four with two 
ideas and another group of four with two ideas. Get into one big group, show your two 
ideas to each other. Take those four ideas, whittle them down to one. This is a really 
powerful way to generate good ideas because it's taking advantage of the DNA of 
everybody in the group. 

If I were to say, "Hey, eight people, I'm going to lock you in a room, don't come out to 
you until have a good idea," you get a mediocre idea. Or "Hey, if you each come up with 
an idea, we'll vote on the best one," you get a mediocre idea. But when you 
generatively, over time, progressively combine those ideas, you get richer ideas. If you 
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have that one loudmouth in the room who always dominates the conversation, their 
influence is limited until the very, very end. Doing that in person works really well. 

We're not doing things in person so much right now, so is there a way to do this 
digitally? I think there might be. This is one approach called vTaiwan, which I think is 
kind of brilliant. This came about when the Taiwanese government was considering a 
law that was going to impose a new tax, and there was a concern that this law was 
going to give China far more influence over Taiwan. It's a lot of the same concerns that 
people are protesting in Hong Kong over right now. Students actually occupied the 
Taiwanese parliament, but instead of breaking out the tear gas, the Taiwanese 
government said, "Well, what if we just work with you?" 

They actually created a seat in government for the leader of the protesters to come in 
and be a digital czar to help come up with new solutions. One of the approaches they 
came up with is called vTaiwan. It's a lengthy, complicated process, but the upshot is a 
way to really gather consensus from the people to come up with a solution to a problem 
that can then be implemented in government. Basically doing all of the things that social 
media is terrible at right now. 

One of the keys is a tool they used during this process called Polis. It's just basically a 
polling software, but it does one very clever thing. When it comes time to start thinking 
about an issue, in this case, ride-sharing, it was one of the first things I tackled. One of 
the first things they do is they start asking questions and start sending out statements to 
see how people feel about them. The key choice they make, which is just brilliant, is 
there is no reply button. If a statement goes out like, "I think that people who give rides 
to other people should have a license to do so," the only thing you can do is agree, 
disagree, or pass. There's no reply button. 

The genius of this, think about how trolls work. Trolls try to get a rise out of people. If I 
want to reply to that statement with some horrible heinous overreaction, just to get a rise 
out of people, I can't because there's no reply button. Or if I want to get a rise out of 
people by posting some horrible opinion and wait for the outraged replies to come in, I 
can't because there's no reply button. Everything is isolated. You've basically 
incentivized consensus and added friction to trolling. 

In fact, what would happen is if people hit the disagree button, very often, they would 
then post what their concern was, but again, in a way that wasn't trying to insult 
anybody because there was no one to insult and you couldn't connect it to any particular 
statements. There's no thread. The other really smart move here was rather than show 
a statement in a thread and tie people's opinions to individuals, instead, they just 
showed you whether or not large groups agreed or disagreed with those particular 
opinions. They would start out with collections of people like, say, Uber drivers, taxi 
drivers, Uber passengers, and taxi passengers. 

You'd find that some statements, all Uber drivers agreed with some statements, all taxi 
drivers agreed with, but over time, you might find that here's the same that the two 
different groups agree with. Those two groups might merge so now, we go from four 
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groups to just two groups, maybe pro-Uber and anti-Uber. The way they visualized it, 
you could see what statements were getting buy-in, and eventually, you could see what 
statements everybody bought into. You would notice that the statements that everybody 
bought into were much more nuanced statements. 

If I said something really polarizing, best chance one group agrees with it but if I want to 
see consensus, I have to be more nuanced, nuanced in how I'm phrasing things and so 
you're incentivizing these nuanced consensus statements instead of bombast. 
Eventually, they found statements like this that everybody basically agreed with. This 
basically says that the same five-star rating system that Uber uses should be introduced 
to taxis as well because they feel that that's one of the things that gives Uber more 
quality. As they refined this through a more face-to-face or virtually face-to-face process, 
you then get to something that can actually be legislated, and that's what happens. 

They created this Uber taxi, which is basically taking Uber technology and putting it into 
taxis. I feel like this is a much more subtle, nuanced approach that you wouldn't get out 
of arguing on Twitter, you wouldn't get out of the comment section of Facebook, you 
certainly wouldn't get out of Congress or any legislative process that we currently use. 
Because this process was designed specifically to create consensus and add friction to 
competition, you get this. 

Tom Hadley wrote some great blog posts about this. One of the things he said was that 
we need to treat our differences as a resource that can help us consider more of what 
needs to be considered, and defeating our opponents rather than tapping and 
integrating their piece of the truth is a tragic waste. Rather than look at this political 
discourse as a zero-sum game or one side wins and one side loses, instead, this looks 
at political discourse as, we are here to solve a problem, what can we learn from each 
other to solve it? The other thing he says, which I think is genius, is it's the difference 
between generating winners and generating wisdom. 

Now I want to walk you through a case study of how you can take both the design of a 
physical space and the design of an agenda to move people from being competitive to 
being collaborative. This case study involves Frances. I can not use her real name, but 
Frances facilitates meetings where people decide how to distribute millions in federal 
funding for at-risk populations in a major metropolitan city. 

Anyone who's ever been involved in these kinds of budget meetings knows what usually 
happens is a bunch of people get in the room, argue for a while, don't really feel open 
with each other, and then make whatever budgeting decision they made the last time, 
and the time before that, and the time before that. That's exactly what Frances and her 
team had to deal with, status quo bias. We know it works, we're afraid of trying anything 
new, which is fine, except for the fact that the needs of at-risk populations change over 
time. If you're still spending money over here but a new need is emerging over there, 
that can be a problem. 

One of the things that Frances and her team looked at was the agenda of the meeting. 
The old agenda, you would have people look at a ridiculously massive document with 
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budgeting information and all these graphs and charts. Then they would walk through 
that document and have a Q & A where nobody asked any questions because they've 
just been handed a giant document. Then you would have a working budgeting lunch 
where people tried to make budgeting decisions and would basically make the same 
decisions that they've been making for decades. 

The new agenda started out with budget-free documents. That was one content choice 
was to remove all the budget information, and part of the reason for this is what we 
discussed earlier. As soon as you bring money into it, people stop being prosocial, 
people stop being warm. If I have to make budgeting decisions for at-risk populations, I 
want you to be prosocial and I want you to be warm. All they really talked about in that 
document were just the needs, and before they even were shown the documents, in 
between those big meetings, they'd had this training around basically data literacy, how 
to really understand these charts and graphs that they were looking at. 

As a result, when it came time to look at those charts and graphs, people actually did 
ask questions during the Q & A because now they felt free to engage with the material. 
They felt competent. Then they went into a version of the eight-up thing we talked about 
before. Where smaller groups would start to talk about needs then merge with larger 
groups and then merge with even larger groups so that you came up with a consensus 
around what are the core needs that we want to address. 

Then, you would take those needs and then split them up into things that involved 
money and things that didn't, because there was this assumption that every problem for 
those populations had to do with money, but that's not necessarily so. They're able to 
whittle it down to just the ones that might be fixable using a budget. Then they had a 
non-working lunch. You can actually get to know each other. The other reason they did 
this is something called decision fatigue. As you go through the day, the more decisions 
you have to make, the more really hard decisions you have to make, the less energy 
you actually have for making good decisions. Making decisions actually takes up 
energy. 

The ways they've shown this is if you have a judge who's making decisions throughout 
the day, that judge's decisions will become less— Their judgments will become less 
lenient as the day goes on up until they get lunch. At which point, they start becoming 
more generous and then get more or less and less lenient as you go on. It's frightening 
that this is true, but they've studied this. Basically, if you ever have to go up for parole, 
make sure you do it not at the end of the day. They basically did not want people 
making budget decisions on a stomach, hunger is real. That was another choice they 
made about the agenda. 

The other thing that started to shift was the design of the space itself. Part of the 
problem with the space is that there were just too many chairs. It was hard to move 
around and if you can't move around, if you feel confined, it's very hard to feel creative, 
it's very hard to feel collaborative. There's these beautiful windows that let in all this 
light, but you couldn't sit near them. There was no room. The seating style was very 
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much like a lecture hall style, which isn't really conducive to collaboration. There's no 
green space at all, and it basically didn't feel like a space used by human beings. 

I don't know if we've ever been in these kinds of conference rooms that seemed like 
they were made for robots to make decisions in; this was like that. Frances and her 
team had read Joyful by Ingrid Fetell Lee that talks about, among other things, how the 
design of a space can actually influence behavior. They made a few changes. First, they 
realized there's 100 chairs in this room, but only 50 people ever show up for this 
meeting. So let's take half of these chairs out and make more room, room to move and 
feel creative, and give people access to those big windows and maybe put comfy chairs 
there so they can maybe show up early and hang out. 

Let's move to a more semi-circular chair arrangement which is more conducive to 
collaboration because we can see each other. Let's actually put some plants in the room 
because that makes it more alive. One of my favorite things they did was, there was a 
coat rack in the back of the room that nobody ever used, so they moved it to the front of 
the room. They seeded it with some of their work sweaters so that people would actually 
use it. Then as people came in, they would actually take off their coats and put them on 
the coat rack. It seems like a small thing, but that coat rack made it feel like a space 
used by humans. 

When you have to be prosocial and warm because you're making big-budget decisions 
for at-risk populations, little touches like that go a long way. As a result of all these 
changes, they actually finally started getting this group to think more imaginatively about 
the budget and actually start spending on some of these underfunded parts of the 
budget. “Marvelous technology is at our disposal and instead of reaching up for new 
heights, we try to see how far down we can go.” This is Eric Bogosian in Talk Radio 
from the '80s and he's talking about the radio, but he might as well be talking about the 
internet. 

In the interest of finding a way to get to some of that more productive discourse, I'm 
going to propose these three rules. First, neither of us has the answer. If we did, we 
wouldn't need to be having this conversation. Two, neither of us will win. This is a hard 
one because we're really locked into this notion of political discourse as battle, but the 
fact of the matter is, winning isn't what we're here to do. In fact, all winning's going to do 
is make one of us feel better until whatever problem it is rears its ugly head again 
because we're too busy trying to win to actually solve it. 

Then three, we are here to create something new. This assumes the best in each of us, 
that we both have something productive to bring to this conversation. The next time you 
see somebody doing it wrong, ask yourself, is there a conversation to be had? I am 
working on a book about all of this stuff, called Design for Cognitive Bias, that's going to 
be coming out in July from A Book Apart. You can use the link here to learn more about 
it. There's a mercifully infrequent mailing list for that. Then if you want to grab virtual 
coffee sometime, there's a link for that as well. I'll drop these links into the Slack channel 
somewhere as well if you want to follow up on that. Thank you so much. 
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Interviewer: That was amazing. Thank you, David. Every time I hear you speak, I have 
questions, I have ideas, I have a burst of inspiration. I am so delighted because now I 
get to talk to you live. Are you there? Hi. 

David: I am. Can you hear me? 

Interviewer: Can you hear me? Is this thing on? 

David: I can hear you. 

Interviewer: Can you see my screen? 

David: I can. 

Interviewer: Great. How's Philly? 

David: It's great. My wife and kid and I are homebodies, so a lot of this quarantine has 
been a lot of, "Oh no, we have to stay home and watch Netflix." We've been okay. 

Interviewer: This pandemic is treating you beautifully. You got a little bit of a glow about 
you, you look great. 

[laughter] 

Interviewer: Great. Hey, listen, I have so many questions for you and I am hoping that 
our audience will also ask some questions over in the Slack speaker Q&A channel or by 
tweeting @ConfabEvents. Here's my first question. Confab is a content strategy 
conference and you are the principal of content strategy, I think, do I have that right? 

David: It's recently shifted to advocate, but it's a lot of the same stuff. You know how 
titles are. 

Interviewer: Interesting. Well, tell me a little bit about your journey into content strategy 
because this talk could live in a lot of different conferences. It's not like, this is a talk 
about content strategy that belongs at Confab. Just tell me a little bit about your journey 
in content strategy and how you came to be so passionate about this topic. 

David: Sure. I started out in the content part of content strategy; ever since I was a kid, 
really, I've been making movies, and I still do. That's when I learned storytelling, that's 
when I learned to love content. Then around 2000, I started working in distance 
education and helping kids from all over the world connect online, and that's when I fell 
in love with the web. Those two things have been converging ever since then. I found 
that content strategy fed my need for content and for being strategic and analytical and 
thinking about the big picture. 

That's where a lot of these kinds of talks come from—I like to think about the big picture. 
My wife is a neuropsychologist, and so I get a lot of this cognitive bias research for free 
and that starts [crosstalk] too and that's why— 
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Interviewer: It's through dinner table conversation. 

David: Exactly. All those things oil together into these things I'll talk about now, which 
are a mesh of these big ideas and bias and psychology and these more grounded, 
practical things in content strategy and the web. 

Interviewer: Awesome. Hey, I have a couple of questions from our audience. You 
ready? We’ll read them through. 

David: Go for it. 

Interviewer: This is a question from Becky Barber. "Do you think eliminating the 
anonymity—" Do I get points for saying that? I just rolled it off my tongue. Anonymity, 
thank you Becky, I see what you're doing there. "Do think that eliminating the anonymity 
of comments would help with civil discourse? For example, my local news outlet lets 
you comment on stories with a random username and picture. Would showing your real 
name and your photo help?" 

David: We'd like to think that, but unfortunately, the evidence doesn't really bear that 
out. There's a longer version of this talk, in which I tell a very sad story, of when Monica 
Lewinsky gave a TED talk. On TED, when you comment, you have to use your name. 
The comments on her talk were so toxic that, A, they had to shut down the comments 
and B, they wrote a blog post on Ted.com specifically addressing how horrible the 
situation was. 

Interviewer: That is so much. 

David: Yes, it's pretty bad. It isn't so much how we're presenting online, whether we're 
presenting anonymously. By the way, presenting anonymously can protect a lot of 
vulnerable populations when they comment. It's not necessarily the best move for them, 
but it's more about how are we seeing the person we're commenting on. Do we see 
them at all or are we just seeing a box with words in it? Which doesn't give us any 
indication that what we're doing is actually targeting somebody and going to be received 
by a real human being. 

Interviewer: Oftentimes, when it comes to, we're going to design the comments section 
or we're going to figure out how to moderate it, the content people are not actually at the 
table. What do you think the role of the content strategist or a content strategist 
advocate can be when we're sitting down in conversations like that to say, "Okay, we 
have a community, we have conversations"? Where do we contribute from our swim 
lane, do you know what I mean? 

David: Yes. This is a fuzzy term. Literally, in Slack five minutes ago, people were talking 
about this. I feel like it lands very much in that realm of product content strategy 
because you're talking about a content strategist role in a flow, where someone is trying 
to accomplish that task, and in this case, that task is commenting. I think that if you want 
to look at it at the microcopy level of just, we're going to use the word publish here, not 
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post, because we think that's going to influence behavior, to that macro-level of, what is 
the content model of a comment section? Should there be a reply? 

I feel like this is one of those places where content strategy and UX start to become 
indistinguishable because they're doing a very, very human thing in that comment 
section and human things are messy. 

Interviewer: Yes, that's for sure. 

David: I feel like that's definitely what they could do. 

Interviewer: Excellent. We have another question from the audience. Let's see, from 
Gabe [unintelligible 00:28:14]. "In a work environment, if you have bosses or other 
management who see themselves as having the right answer," never happens, "what 
are tips to lead them into a how conversation? How do we get them to ask the right 
questions and be open to new processes?" I'm just going to interrupt and say that 
asking the right questions or helping people ask the right questions, I think is one of the 
content strategist's most important jobs. David, answer that and I will give you a million 
dollars. 

David: Oh, excellent. All right, let me think about how to spend it. 

Interviewer: This is the big question. 

David: To blatantly, shamelessly, plug my book, this is literally the middle-third of the 
book, it's exactly that question of, you have to deal with stakeholders, how do you deal 
with their biases? A lot of it, I feel, is about rather than advocating for your own position 
and trying to get them to adopt your position even if that works, when the going gets 
rough, they can always drop that position because it's your position. I'll be a little 
Machiavellian here. If you can convince them it's actually their position, it was actually 
their idea all along, they're going to be much more devoted to it. 

I'll give you an example. I had a client who was convinced that the content they had 
behind a paywall was the perfect content and it should stay behind the paywall. We 
could show them all the research to say that, "Your users don't want to pay for this, that 
they can get it elsewhere," blah-blah-blah, but it was like, no paywall because that's just 
how it was. Instead, we had an exercise where we said, "Okay, let's all align on what the 
goals for that content are for the business." I'm going to show you research that tells 
you what the users' goals for that content are and I'm going to leave it to you. 

We're going to do some brainstorming exercises. How do you think we should use 
content to make these two lists of goals happy? Then all on their own, they arrived at 
the solution, "Oh, what if we pulled this content from behind the paywall," and then I 
said, "That is a great idea that you had, you are so smart." 

Interviewer: [laughs] I have to say that we at Brain Traffic, when we do content strategy 
projects, that is always like the thing I tell our primary client. I'm like, look, my job is to 
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make you look like a rock star and so let's go help everybody else think that they're 
right. It's exactly the same thing. That's great. I have to do a thing now that is related to 
me being new to this broadcast thing, which is that I have no idea how much more time 
we have left for Q & A. I have a secret person speaking into my ear, if someone would 
let me know how much time we have left. I have about five minutes. I just had like 14 
people tell me that in my ear, it's amazing. 

Great. I have more questions for you from Miss Malaika Carpenter who is another of our 
Confab firsts.  

David: Hi, Malaika.  

Interviewer: “What has been the feedback from clients when you are running the eight-
up exercise?” 

David: They love it, and I gotta say I am always impressed with the ideas that they 
come up with. That's like a more genuine, like, no really, you guys are rock stars, you 
figure this stuff out. What I love about the eight-up exercise, selfishly as a practitioner, 
is, I consider myself a pretty smart guy and if I went off in a corner, I could probably 
come up with a couple of clever ideas to help my clients. I get to cheat by using their 
ingenuity and the ingenuity of eight different people, preferably really diverse people at 
that organization. They will always come up with something better than I could on my 
own. 

That part I love personally, and then from the client side, you can get people who 
usually— Let's say it's legal and marketing at a pharmaceutical company, two groups 
that only ever see each other when they're unhappy about something, right? You can 
get them to focus in and collaborate on one idea and get them to literally enjoy each 
other's company in a way that they haven't perhaps for years. That's the other fringe 
benefit of this approach is it gives people a safe space to collaborate and just enjoy 
each other's company and ideas in a way that their normal workday just doesn't allow 
for. 

Interviewer: Something that I find too, when we're talking about creating and fostering 
an environment of trust, is so often, people just need space to be heard, right? 

David: Yes. 

Interviewer: They just need, "Now is my time to sit down and everyone's looking at me 
and I get to share my thoughts, my concerns, my hopes, wishes, dreams, expectations." 
That's like an honor to be a part of that process as a content strategist, I feel, to watch 
that stuff come forth. Then I find that when people feel seen and feel heard, they're 
much more ready to move forward into a civil collaborative conversation. 

David: I had a client where we were supposed to build them a taxonomy and we 
couldn't get anywhere. No matter what we recommended, people just seemed tense, 
unwilling to move forward. We finally figured out that there was an IT side who had to 
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implement the taxonomy, and they didn't really trust the people on the content side who 
had to give them what they needed to implement, so there's all this bad trust. When we 
figured out our actual job was to be marriage counselors between these two, we were 
able to structure our workshops in a way where the first half hour was the airing of 
grievances. 

People just said, "Here's what I'm fed up with." After that half hour is over, we can just 
start working, but that's how each of those sessions went, and we had to make that 
space. 

Interviewer: That's the content therapy portion of the, yes, for sure, the session. We 
have some more questions for you. Let's see, from Julie Miller. "I'm interested in the 
comments you made about the briefcase and money icons. I work with content in a 
bank and in a team designing user flows for payments and so on. Do you have ideas 
about being prosocial on platforms that are about money?" 

David: That's a really good point, and I've worked with financial clients where— There 
are rules around what color of green you can use because it implies money, it implies 
you're going to— It gets really wacky. I think that what you have to keep in mind, and 
this is obviously true for any flow, is what is the goal? If the goal is purely transactional 
and it really is about my money, and I need you to protect my money, or I need to invest 
my money wisely, then use all the green and all the dollar signs you want because this 
is, in fact, not a particularly prosocial thing. 

If on the other hand, you're talking about how the bank likes to lend to communities of 
color or if there's some kind of charitable aspect, there's something where they're going 
to have to work with somebody, so maybe they have to work with a financial advisor, 
then you might want to ease up on that iconography and have more of the shaking 
hands that you get from the Noun Project or whatever. Some more prosocial imagery 
because the goal, the actual task, the performing there is in fact, a collaborative task or 
a task that's supposed to help somebody. 

Interviewer: Great. We have time for one more question here. Let's see, from Dina and 
I'm sorry, Dinah, Dina Ovics, that's one problem. "I would love to hear your perspective 
on how to apply some of these intentional collaboration, driving ideas to a tool like a 
forum where things are usually less structured." 

David: We'll see this play out. We're going to be doing some unstructured 
conversations throughout this conference, the breakout conversations. My preference 
with stuff like that, and again, it comes back to what is your goal? I do occasionally have 
these unstructured conversations. I have this thing I call an idea exchange and what I 
do is I have as little structure as possible, that's going to have the biggest impact. What I 
mean by that is in this particular one, I have people get a name tag that says “Lately I've 
been thinking about,” and then blank. Then they fill out the blank, and that's the only 
structure. 
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I used to think I would have to explain a lot at the beginning of these sessions, but I 
didn't. As soon as people saw the thing and put it on, they got the idea and then they 
navigated the room or had the conversation but with that grounding, and we are here to 
talk about ideas, and you're also framing each person yourself and the people you see 
in terms of their ideas, not their job and not whether or not they can get you a job like 
the typical networking thing. That was enough for people. 

I think when you're dealing with those unstructured things, I think that the trick is, A, 
figure out what is the goal of that conversation. Then figure out, is there one key anchor 
you can give people that will keep them on task and yet still allow everything else to be 
free. 

Interviewer: I would pay a lot of money to sit in a working session with you. I am 
confident you are an extraordinary facilitator and I am sure you make everybody feel 
welcome and safe. I learn so much from you every single time I talk to you, so thank 
you so much for being a part of Confab and for kicking us off in this crazy world. It's just 
a joy to see you and talk to you. I hope that you stay well and happy and healthy, and I 
look forward to seeing you in the conference. 

David: Thank you so much. You're doing a wonderful job here and I really appreciate 
being here. Thanks so much. 

Interviewer: Thank you. 

[00:37:44] [END OF AUDIO]
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